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Brandon Kirkley and the Firecrackers To Release New Acoustic EP
CHARLOTTE, NC -- On June 13th, Charlotte, NC rock/pop act Brandon Kirkley and the
Firecrackers will release their latest effort, Timing EP. The four song acoustic EP will be
available on Noisetrade, iTunes, Amazon and other major online retailers.
Since forming in 2010, BKTF’s sonic blend of small-town southern charm and big-city life
has garnered a strong grassroots following. With influences ranging from Tom Petty to
Michael Jackson to Matchbox Twenty, the band produces a tasteful mix of sincere rock
and hook-laden pop, with a hint of country flair.
Recorded in Atlanta, GA studio The Delivery Room, BKTF’s upcoming EP is the follow up
to their 2012 release, Years, which captured the attention of Niner Times for its “straight up
addictive, all-American rock from start to finish.” A proven success, Years yielded singles
“Come On” and “Settle It Down,” the latter receiving airplay on Charlotte rock station 106.5
The End. The band also released music videos for “Come On” and “Settle It Down,” both
receiving over 1,000 YouTube views within 24 hours.
Featuring two new songs and two acoustic versions of songs from Years, Timing EP
showcases the maturity and growth of the band’s songwriting. “I feel like we’re really
honing in on our sound,” Brandon says. “We were able to achieve exactly what we wanted
in the studio. I’m really proud of how these songs turned out.”
BKTF are celebrating the release of Timing EP at Charlotte venue, The Evening Muse
on June 13. The all-ages show begins at 8 PM; tickets are $5 in advance, $7 at the door.
Luke Cunningham will provide direct support. Click HERE for tickets and more information.
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